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elightful inspiration with interior decoration, things to do and
home-baking – that is what Ann-Charlotte Andersson treats us
curious readers to. We get to follow her life in the country through
the four seasons. With tips, thoughts and beautiful pictures as a source of
happiness, she hopes to be able to inspire more people to enjoy the moments
given to us. In a beautiful wooden house painted in the traditional Falun
red and with white corners, with an old school building belonging to it, she
lives way out in the countryside together with her family. She works as a
photographer and an interior-decoration stylist for monthly journals in Sweden
as well as abroad, as well as blogging professionally, now with three million
visitors since she started.

About the author:
“Five years ago I started the blog Four Seasons
– My Life in the Country. I was looking for
inspiration for interior design but also wanted
to find people with a similar approach who, as I
do, like making use of what we have around us,
in the forest as well as in the garden. Then, in
the beginning, when I wrote my first fumbling
efforts, I simply couldn’t imagine that the blog
would change my life.

Writing a blog, taking photographs and documenting my life in the country, soon
opened new doors. I suddenly found myself surrounded by wonderful people who gave
a response to what I was doing, what I was thinking and what I was photographing.
And it was readers of my blog, too, who got me to dare to start as a freelance
photographer and stylist – which is now my full-time occupation. I am extremely
grateful for that, and I would never have managed without my readers!”
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